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Giant Oct 23 2019 A panda bear and his woodland friends must save the Sichuan Forest from careless developers in this illustrated children’s book. Giant the panda is lounging in the
majestic forest, chewing on bamboo shoots, when a forest fire starts. People from the city are clear-burning the forest for development! Giant seeks help and tries to extinguish the fire. It will
take the heroic efforts of Giant and his friends to save the Sichuan forest and its many inhabitants. Featuring charming illustrations from talented Vietnamese artist Xuan Loc Xuan, Giant: The
Panda of the Enchanted Forest is an invitation for kids to get in touch with nature and respect unfamiliar animals and trees at risk of extinction. This is a fixed-format ebook, which preserves
the design and layout of the original print book.
Playful as a Panda, Peaceful as a Sloth Nov 04 2020 Are you a chatterbox? You might have a lot in common with dolphins. Maybe you are adventurous, like penguins. Or you love to eat
and play together with your “pack” of friends, like wolves do. All animals have powers that humans can learn from and that often show us a way we can grow. Giraffes may be the world's
tallest animal, but they are very gentle; polar bears are strong but they also love to cozy up in a warm place. This creative and beautifully illustrated book will help children, ages 3 and up,
discover their favorite animal and encourage them to practice fun activities inspired by the animal’s behavior. Kids can find peace with sloth yoga, waddle-race while mimicking a penguin, and
design a garland to pay tribute to their animal pack. The book features 12 animals.
The Only Lonely Panda Feb 07 2021 Deep in the dewy forest sits an only, lonely panda bear. "I wish I had a friend," Panda sighs, as playful sifakas and graceful flamingos dance around
him. But who's that peeking through the bamboo? And can Panda work out how to be her friend? With stunning illustrations from Jonny Lambert (Little Why, Tiger Tiger, The Great Aaa-Ooo),
The Only Lonely Pandais a funny and uplifting celebration of friendship and individuality. Perfect for little ones who are learning to make friends at a new nursery or school!
Kung Fu Panda Coloring Book Feb 25 2020 THE BEST GIFT IDEA - COLORING BOOKS FOR GROWN-UPSThis book was created for those who love to relax and color, while also
appreciating everything there is to love in life! This coloring book is unlike any other on the market, as it's all about coloring in fun designs and caricatures- Each coloring page is designed to
help relax and inspire- Each coloring page is specifically designed for stress relief, relaxation and inspiration- Use your choice of coloring tool (pens, pencils, markers, crayons)- Each coloring
page is on a separate sheet-Single-Sided Pages At 8.5x11
Panda Coloring Book for Adults Sep 26 2022 This adult coloring book contains 40 Panda coloring pages in paisley, henna and mandala style designs that are designed to promote stress
relief and relaxation. This coloring book for adults is a fantastic item for coloring book beginners and enthusiasts alike, that enjoy coloring mandala, paisley and henna style images and it is
designed for people of any coloring skill level. Therefore this coloring book for grown ups makes a great gift or buy for any Panda bear lover who is either looking to start coloring, or someone
who is already experienced in coloring books for grownups. The designs in this book range in complexity, with bigger easier to color mandalas and designs to more complex, detailed Henna
and Paisley designs. Not only has this book been designed to help allow the user to relieve stress, but also helps to promote creative expression by containing a variety of different styles,
patterns and designs for you to color. Not only is this coloring book for grown ups great value for money, but the images inside the book are compiled by different artists, this helps to ensure
a variety of styles and designs. The designs on the coloring pages inside this book are printed single sided to not only prevent bleed through, meaning this book is appropriate for a range of
different coloring mediums, such as felt tips, coloring pencils, crayons and many more. But also allows the user to remove the pages for hanging or framing purposes without risking the loss
of any of the other designs. While this coloring book was designed with stress relief for adults in mind, this book is also suitable for people of all ages.
Official Gazette of the United States Patent and Trademark Office Sep 21 2019
Meet Panda and His Furry Friends in Creation Aug 21 2019 Experience the awesome word of Creation with Mr. Panda! Curious little fingers will enjoy exploring the textures of the awesome
animals of Creation in this charming boardbook series for their first library. Readers practice animal recognition and sounds, while introducing their little ones to classic, beloved Bible scenes.
Red Panda Apr 21 2022 Red Panda: Biology and Conservation of the First Panda provides a broad-based overview of the biology of the red panda, Ailurus fulgens. A carnivore that feeds
almost entirely on vegetable material and is colored chestnut red, chocolate brown and cream rather than the expected black and white. This book gathers all the information that is available
on the red panda both from the field and captivity as well as from cultural aspects, and attempts to answer that most fundamental of questions, "What is a red panda?" Scientists have long
focused on the red panda’s controversial taxonomy. Is it in fact an Old World procyonid, a very strange bear or simply a panda? All of these hypotheses are addressed in an attempt to
classify a unique species and provide an in-depth look at the scientific and conservation-based issues urgently facing the red panda today. Red Panda not only presents an overview of the
current state of our knowledge about this intriguing species but it is also intended to bring the red panda out of obscurity and into the spotlight of public attention. Wide-ranging account of the
red panda (Ailurus fulgens) covers all the information that is available on this species both in and ex situ Discusses the status of the species in the wild, examines how human activities impact
on their habitat, and develops projections to translate this in terms of overall panda numbers Reports on status in the wild, looks at conservation issues and considers the future of this unique
species Includes contributions from long-standing red panda experts as well as those specializing in fields involving cutting-edge red panda research.
The Panda's Black Box Oct 15 2021 Six prominent writers explain the roots of the controversy over Intelligent Design and explore the intellectual, social, and cultural factors that continue to
shape it.
Papercuts Nov 16 2021 Louise Firchau is an expert paper cutter and owner of the renowned online paper cuts company Paper Panda. Her gorgeous designs are much sought after, and
here are twenty of them - all created by Louise especially for the book, and all in her distinctive and exquisite style. Each project consists of a full-size template and a photograph of the
finished design, together with tips on cutting, or how to display the finished item and a 1-5 difficulty rating. With notes on basic papercutting techniques at the start of the book, this is a musthave buy for paper cutters looking for new and original ideas, as well as Louise's numerous fans worldwide.
Development, Design and Optimization of a Novel Endcap DIRC for PANDA Jul 24 2022
Panda Big and Panda Small Mar 20 2022 Although Panda Big and Panda Small like opposite things, they both agree on being together.
Issues and Applications of Case-Based Reasoning to Design Jun 11 2021 Design is believed to be one of the most interesting and challenging problem-solving activities ever facing artificial
intelligence (AI) researchers. Knowledge-based systems using rule-based and model-based reasoning techniques have been applied to build design automation and/or design decision
support systems. Although such systems have met with some success, difficulties have been encountered in terms of formalizing such generalized design experiences as rules, logic, and
domain models. Recently, researchers have been exploring the idea of using case-based reasoning (CBR) techniques to complement or replace other approaches to design support. CBR
can be considered as an alternative to paradigms such as rule-based and model-based reasoning. Rule-based expert systems capture knowledge in the form of if-then rules which are
usually identified by a domain expert. Model-based reasoning aims at formulating knowledge in the form of principles to cover the various aspects of a problem domain. These principles,
which are more general than if-then rules, comprise a model which an expert system may use to solve problems. Model-based reasoning (MBR) is sometimes called reasoning from first
principles. Instead of generalizing knowledge into rules or models, CBR is an experience-based method. Thus, specific cases, corresponding to prior problem-solving experiences, comprise
the main knowledge sources in a CBR system. This volume includes a collection of chapters that describe specific projects in which case-based reasoning is the focus for the representation
and reasoning in a particular design domain. The chapters provide a broad spectrum of applications and issues in applying and extending the concept of CBR to design. Each chapter
provides its own introduction to CBR concepts and principles.
UH-OH It's a Panda-Emic! May 10 2021 Everyone is enjoying their fast-paced lives until... someone comes home from holiday with a panda! And it's not the cute kind of panda you see at the
zoo.A short story for children aged 3+ to help them make sense of the global pandemic.
Cute Panda Coloring Book for Adults Mar 28 2020 Enjoy 40 professional quality illustrations of the amazing and adorable panda bear! These expertly illustrated pandas range in difficulty
levels and are great for both adults AND children! You will get: 40 panda designs and illustrations Single sided pages that are great for framing Premium matte finish cover design Large
8.5x11 pages that fit easily into a standard 8.5 x11 frame Every page is repeated twice! Plenty of space to get wild and free! Go ahead and, gift this book to the panda fan you know and love
- we're certain they'll adore it. Or go ahead and keep it for yourself! Feel free to use your favorite coloring instrument- markers, colored pencils, gel pens, crayon, paint... each image is single
sided to prevent bleed. Enjoy!
Paper Panda's Guide to Papercutting Aug 25 2022 Paper Panda, aka Louise Firchau, is a papercutting superstar, with thousands of fans worldwide eager to purchase her distinctive and
highly sought after papercut designs. In this gorgeous book, she shows you not only how its done in easy-to-follow steps, but also provides over 20 papercutting templates to try out for
yourself. The book begins with a design section in which Paper Panda provides a personal account of what inspires her, how she works, and how Paper Panda came about. This is followed
by the techniques section, in which step-by-step demonstrations illustrate various techniques, including infilling. There follows a fascinating insight into how the author creates finished artwork
suitable for papercutting, then how to make the template itself, and how to use the finished papercut to make cards, framed pictures, and so on. There are 20 papercut projects in the book;
five from Paper Panda herself and five each from three of Paper Pandas friends and colleagues (Sarah Trumbauer, Louise Dyer and Suzy Taylor) all accomplished papercutters in their own
rights. Each project consists of a template, which is reproduced at full-size at the back of the book, and a finished paper cut, together with some simple instructions. The designs are simple
enough for beginners, though attractive and interesting enough to inspire more advanced papercutters. The projects themselves include cards, decorations, and mounted and framed pictures
to hang on the wall, all using a variety of coloured and patterned papers to show off Paper Panda and friends distinctive and beautiful designs to their best advantage.
Panel Optimization with Integrated Software (POIS).: PANDA Sep 02 2020 An analysis and an interactive computer program are described through which minimum weight designs of
composite, stiffened, cylindrical panels can be obtained subject to general and local buckling constraints and stress and strain constraints. The panels are subjected to arbitrary combinations
of in-plane axial, circumferential, and shear resultants. Nonlinear material effects are included if the material is isotropic or has stiffness in only one direction (as does a discrete or a smeared
stiffener). Several types of general and local buckling modes are included as constraints in the optimization process, including general instability, panel instability with either stringers or rings

smeared out, local skin buckling, local crippling of stiffener segments, and general, panel, and local skin buckling including the effects of stiffener rolling. Certain stiffener rolling modes in
which the panel skin does not deform but the cross section of the stiffener does deform are also accounted for. The interactive PANDA system consists of three independently executed
modules that share the same data base. In the first module an initial design concept with rough (not necessarily feasible or accurate) dimensions are provided by the user in a conversational
mode. In the second module the user decides which of the design parameters of the concept are to be treated by PANDA as decision variables in the optimization phase. In the third module
the optimization calculations are carried out. Many examples are provided in which optimum designs obtained by PANDA are compared to those in the literature. (Author).
Thank You, Mr Panda Feb 19 2022 Learn to say 'Thank You' with Mr Panda in this charmingly funny picture book. Mr Panda has surprise presents for his friends. Some are too big, some
are too heavy, and some are simply bizarre... But remember, it's the thought that counts! "Definitely silly, but with plenty of opportunity for a discussion about manners afterwards should you
so wish." The Bookbag Look out for more books starring the grumpy (but loveable!) Mr Panda. Over half a million copies sold to date! Please Mr Panda I'll Wait Mr Panda Goodnight Mr
Panda Mr Panda's Colours Mr Panda's Feelings
That's Not My Panda Apr 09 2021 This delightful series of board books is aimed at very young children. The bright pictures with their patches of different textures, are designed to develop
sensory awareness and language awareness. Babies and toddlers will love turning the pages and touching the feely patches.
Five Hungry Pandas! Aug 13 2021 Five hungry pandas search for a snack, in a book that helps readers count from numbers one to five.
Marmalade: The Orange Panda Nov 23 2019 Cuddle up and laugh with this heart-warming and funny new children’s picture book from number-one bestselling author David Walliams,
gloriously illustrated by the awesome Adam Stower!
Animals Oct 27 2022 Meet Dot and Beau-twin panda toddlers who love to learn, play, and explore the world! This adorable board book introduces kiddos to a diverse range of animals and
the sounds they make told in lively, bold illustrations and simple text perfect for keeping little ones engaged and entertained. A perfect first library addition! Encourages confidence and selfexpression Helps kiddos identify animal sounds with corresponding animal Playful introduction to early learning concepts Bold pictures and simple text perfect for keeping little ones engaged
and entertained Collect all four books in the Panda Panda series! A must for panda fans!
The Panda's Black Box Jun 23 2022 Six prominent writers explain the roots of the controversy over Intelligent Design and explore the intellectual, social, and cultural factors that continue to
shape it.
Feelings May 30 2020 Meet Dot and Beau-twin panda toddlers who love to learn, play, and explore the world! This adorable board book highlights all the ways one expresses feelings told in
lively, bold illustrations and simple text perfect for keeping little ones engaged and entertained. A wonderful introduction to social-emotional learning concepts filled with endless panda
cuteness! Encourages confidence and self-expression Introduces little ones to early social-emotional learning concepts Explores feelings and how to express and recognize the feelings of
others Bold pictures and simple text perfect for keeping little ones engaged and entertained Collect all four books in the Panda Panda series! A must for little panda fans!
Peaceful Like a Panda: 30 Mindful Moments for Playtime, Mealtime, Bedtime-or Anytime! Jul 20 2019 From the author of BREATHE LIKE A BEAR comes a new collection of Mindful
Moments! These easy-to-follow exercises help kids calmly and mindfully navigate their day, from sunrise to sunset. With sections dedicated to key activities in a child's routine--waking up,
traveling, learning, playing, eating, and bedtime--kids can learn techniques for managing their bodies, breath, and emotions anywhere, anytime. Wake up bright and sunny, no matter the
weather! Explore the world around you during travel. Boost your brain before learning. Make the most of your imagination at playtime.
Hello My Name Is Mochi Mochi Panda Dec 25 2019 Introducing a new kawaii property “Mochi Mochi Panda,” a hugely popular brand with Japanese kids and teens! It was created by Kamio
Japan, one of the top stationery companies in the country, and gained exposure through Gakken’s tween fashion magazines as well as 16 books. Now the brand has been licensed to over
50 licensees, who have featured it on towels, toys, accessories and more. Mochi Mochi Panda is a panda-like creature that is squishy like mochi (rice cake). This is not a panda, not a rice
cake, nor a marshmallow. Much like the kawaii character Gudetama, the world of Mochi Mochi Panda is about being laid-back and relaxed. Jumbo Mochi Mochi Panda can pull off pieces of
himself to create lots and lots of Tiny Mochi Mochi Pandas. You'll meet Idol Panda, Aloha Panda, Princess Panda, Chic Panda, Rainbow Panda, Zombie Panda, and lots of other Tiny
Pandas! What is kawaii? The concept of kawaii, Japan’s culture of cuteness, started in the ‘70s and made its way to the US in 1976 with Sanrio’s Hello Kitty. Since then, the US has seen
continued success with such kawaii properties as Pokemon and more recently, Gudetama. The culture of kawaii is not just about being cute: it is pushing away serious things like business
and politics, and embracing a more laid-back lifestyle. Couldn’t we all use more of that? Hello My Name Is Mochi Mochi Panda activity book features favorite age-appropriate activities, such
as how-to-draw Mochi Mochi Panda, mazes, spot-the-differences, crossword, word search, and coloring pages for many hours of fun! Packaged with one slow-rising squishy panda and four
colored pencils, each topped with an adorable panda-printed eraser!
Giant Pandas Jul 12 2021 Combines the latest findings from the field and the laboratory with panel and workshop summaries from a recent international conference.
Hindu Perspectives on Evolution Jun 18 2019 Providing new insights into the contemporary creationist-evolution debates, this book looks at the Hindu cultural-religious traditions of India, the
Hindu Dharma traditions. By focusing on the interaction of religion and science in a Hindu context, it offers a global context for understanding contemporary creationist-evolution conflicts and
tensions utilizing a critical analysis of Hindu perspectives on these issues. The cultural and political as well as theological nature of these conflicts is illustrated by drawing attention to parallels
with contemporary Islamic and Buddhist responses to modern science and Darwinism. The book explores various ancient and classical Hindu models to explain the origin of the universe
encompassing creationist as well as evolutionary—but non-Darwinian—interpretations of how we came to be. Complex schemes of cosmic evolution were developed, alongside creationist
proofs for the existence of God utilizing distinctly Hindu versions of the design argument. After examining diverse elements of the Hindu Dharmic traditions that laid the groundwork for an
ambivalent response to Darwinism when it first became known in India, the book highlights the significance of the colonial context. Analysing critically the question of compatibility between
traditional Dharmic theories of knowledge and the epistemological assumptions underlying contemporary scientific methodology, the book raises broad questions regarding the frequently
alleged harmony of Hinduism, the eternal Dharma, with modern science, and with Darwinian evolution in particular.
Love Jan 18 2022 Meet Dot and Beau-twin panda toddlers who love to learn, play, and explore the world! This adorable board book highlights all the ways one expresses unconditional love
told in lively, bold illustrations and simple text perfect for keeping little ones engaged and entertained. A must for little panda fans! Encourages confidence and self-expression Introduces little
ones to early social-emotional learning concepts Touches on themes of empathy and unconditional love Perfect addition to your littles Valentine's Day library collection! A must for little panda
fans! Collect all four books in the Panda Panda series!
Wee Gallery Cloth Books: Roly Poly Panda Aug 01 2020 Open out the soft pages of this beautiful, sensory-rich cloth book to follow Roly Poly Panda through the trees as she explores her
forest home and listens out for her friends. Presented in a sweet gift box, the pages are made with extra padding for an ultra-soft feel, making them ideal for the stroller or play mat--and
they're machine washable! Little hands will love to explore Wee Gallery Cloth Books, a lovable collection of animals with crinkly ears that heighten babies' senses. The result of a fantastic
partnership between Wee Gallery and words & pictures, the beautiful illustrations, bold lines, whimsical animals, and repeating patterns are designed to stimulate visual development in young
infants, making this soft cloth book an ideal first gift.
Panda Meat Oct 03 2020 A cutting-edge collection of 110 contemporary underground and mainstream artists, illustrators and graphic designers from a community of self-made artisans. In
recent years, the world of urban vinyl toys' and 'designer action figures' has created a revolution in toy design, bringing together designers from all around the world ranging from graffiti artists
to top fashion designers. This explosion of creativity has resulted in the equivalent of a continuously growing new pop art movement. Panda Meat is a source book to some of its great talent.
Analysis and Design of Power Converter Topologies for Application in Future More Electric Aircraft Dec 17 2021 This thesis proposes new power converter topologies suitable for aircraft
systems. It also proposes both AC-DC and DC-DC types of converters for different electrical loads to improve the performance these systems. To increase fuel efficiency and reduce
environmental impacts, less efficient non-electrical aircraft systems are being replaced by electrical systems. However, more electrical systems requires more electrical power to be generated
in the aircraft. The increased consumption of electrical power in both civil and military aircrafts has necessitated the use of more efficient electrical power conversion technologies. This book
presents acomprehensive mathematical analysis and the design and digital simulation of the power converters. Subsequently it discusses the construction of the hardware prototypes of each
converter and the experimental tests carried out to verify the benefits of the proposed solutions in comparison to the existing solutions.
Of Pandas and People May 22 2022
Panda Coloring Book Dec 05 2020 Discover this Panda coloring book with a unique collection of pages. Kids can enjoy and have so much fun when coloring these Pandas. They can pick
their favorite Rabbits or choose to color all of them! Features & Benefits: It will provide creativity and relaxation Each page is professionally composed to provide highest quality Perfect for
everyone who like Panda It give highly detailed and decorative backgrounds Specially designed for experienced colorists Large size format 8.5*11 pages
Panda Nation Mar 08 2021 A logo on products ranging from chopsticks and toilet paper to cell phones and automobiles, the panda is one of the most ubiquitous images in China and
throughout the world. Yet the panda holds little notable historical significance in China. Although it has existed in the territory of present-day China since the Pliocene epoch, its widespread
popularity there is not only recent, but almost sudden. In Panda Nation, E. Elena Songster links the emergence of the giant panda as a national symbol to the development of nature
protection in the People's Republic of China. The panda's transformation into a national treasure exemplifies China's efforts in the mid-twentieth century to distinguish itself as a nation
through government-directed science and popular nationalism. The story of the panda's iconic rise offers a striking reflection of China's recent and dramatic ascent as a nation in global
status.
Simulation, Reconstruction, and Design Optimization for the PANDA Barrel DIRC Jan 26 2020 The PANDA experiment at FAIR will study fundamental questions of strong interaction with
high precision. Effcient particle identification for a wide momentum range and the full solid angle is required for successful reconstruction of the benchmark channels of the broad PANDA
physics program. For this purpose a compact ring imaging Cherenkov detector isc being developed for the barrel region of the PANDA detector. The concept and the baseline design of the
PANDA Barrel DIRC were inspired by the BABAR DIRC and improved with important modifications, like fast photon timing, a compact expansion volume, and focusing optics. The required
detector resolution was defined based on the PANDA PID specifications using the phase space distributions of the final state kaons produced in selected benchmark channels. To optimize
the PANDA Barrel DIRC design in terms of performance and cost the baseline detector geometry and a number of design options were implemented in the simulation. The key options
include the radiator dimensions, two types of expansion volume shapes, and a variety of focusing systems. The performance of the detector designs was quantified in terms of single photon
Cherenkov angle resolution and photon yield. It was found that the number of radiators can be reduced by about 40% without loss in performance. A compound spherical lens without air gap
was found to be a promising focusing system. An optimized Barrel DIRC design meeting the PID requirements includes three radiator bars per at section, the compound lens without air gap,
a compact prism-shaped EV, and a total of 192 Microchannel-Plate PMTs as photosensors. The number of electronic channels can be halved without loss in performance by combining two
neighbouring pixels. For such a detector design the total cost will be significantly reduced compared to the baseline version while still meeting or exceeding the PANDA PID performance
goals.
Knowledge-Based Systems, Four-Volume Set Apr 28 2020 The design of knowledge systems is finding myriad applications from corporate databases to general decision support in areas as
diverse as engineering, manufacturing and other industrial processes, medicine, business, and economics. In engineering, for example, knowledge bases can be utilized for reliable electric
power system operation. In medicine they support complex diagnoses, while in business they inform the process of strategic planning. Programmed securities trading and the defeat of chess
champion Kasparov by IBM's Big Blue are two familiar examples of dedicated knowledge bases in combination with an expert system for decision-making. With volumes covering

"Implementation," "Optimization," "Computer Techniques," and "Systems and Applications," this comprehensive set constitutes a unique reference source for students, practitioners, and
researchers in computer science, engineering, and the broad range of applications areas for knowledge-based systems.
Big Panda and Tiny Dragon Sep 14 2021 Discover the most beautiful book of the year as seen on ITV News and in the Guardian THE SUNDAY TIMES BESTSELLER 'James has a way to
speak to your soul. This book is nothing short of comforting and heartwarming' VEX KING 'While the drawings have the charm of Winnie-the-Pooh, the captions have the depth of ancient
proverbs' GUARDIAN ________ A guiding light in the darker months, Big Panda and Tiny Dragon is the beautifully illustrated and mindful journey of two friends through the seasons, inspired
by Buddhist philosophy 'Which is more important,' asked Big Panda, 'the journey or the destination?' 'The company,' said Tiny Dragon. Friends Big Panda and Tiny Dragon journey through
the seasons of the year together, day and night, in rain and in sun. Travelling through nature, they find hope and inspiration in the world around them, realising that even in the darkest of
days, Spring will always return. Feel the calming influence of Big Panda, who reminds us of the bigger picture while appreciating the simplicity of small moments. Explore your surroundings
with the inquisitive eye of Tiny Dragon, our friend who is big in heart if not in stature. And on their journey through the ever-changing seasons, join these two friends as they learn how to live
in the moment, be at peace with uncertainty, and find the strength to overcome life's obstacles, together. Inspired by Buddhist philosophy and spirituality, James Norbury has captured in
these whimsical characters the ideas that have helped him through his most difficult times. ________ 'The two friends often find themselves lost but discover beautiful sights they never would
have found if they had gone the right way. While the drawings have the charm of Winnie-the-Pooh, the captions have the depth of ancient proverbs' GUARDIAN
Developments Towards the Technical Design and Prototype Evaluation of the PANDA Endcap Disc DIRC Jan 06 2021
Panda Coloring Book for Adults Jun 30 2020 Panda Coloring Book- Fun And Relaxation For Adults! Are you looking for the most beautiful Panda Coloring Pages? Then it's time to try this
coloring book! You will Love this Coloring Book. It offers: 50 Unique Panda Coloring Page designs. Stress Relieving Designs that are Great for Relaxation. Beautiful Artwork and Designs.
High-Resolution Printing. Single-sided Pages. A nice large format. Easy images to paint. The best gift for every panda Lovers! Suitable for All Skill Levels The Book Contains: Premium matte
cover design. Perfectly sized at 8.5" x 11" Printed on high-quality solid paper. You can color every page however you want and there is no wrong way to color. Buy Now & Relax.
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